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Allocation and Sharing of Compute Resources via
Social Network based on Social Cloud
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x18140904

MSc Research Project in Cloud Computing
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Abstract

Social Networking platforms are tremendously changing the way people com-
municate and share the resources. Online relationship is based on Friend trust
relationship factor. The integration of cloud computing with the social network
help people to share their resources efficiently and transparently. It is easier for the
user to share computing power to their friends via social network. To substantiate
this, Social compute cloud is used where resources like CPU, RAM and storage are
shared on social networks through friends relationship. In the social cloud, resource
owners offer virtualized environment on their resources to the social network. The
key finding of this work helps to utilized personal compute resources efficiently and
effectively. This paper gives a new direction towards social network using cloud
computing infrastructure.

keywords: Cloud Computing, Social Cloud, Social Network, Friend-
Trust Relationship

1 Introduction

Cloud Computing is widely used in today’s industry for many reasons. It reduces over-
heads and cost of the consumers by providing infrastructure, platform and software as
a service. It helps to deliver on-demand computing resources. Cloud has boosted the
computing power in small as well as medium scale business with features like the pay-
as-you-go model, where the user pays only for services used in a specific amount of time.
Cloud Computing becomes an essential part of the computing world as it had made life
easy as anyone can access their data from anywhere in the world. Cloud is everywhere, in-
cluding phones, tablets and high-tech devices. As the proposal is based on the allocation
of personal resources like RAM, CPU and storage to another user by Social Networks,
Cloud Computing is playing a crucial role in allocating and de-allocating resources in a
real-time environment. The main concern using the cloud is trust and accountability of
the user Caton et al. (2014).

This paper introduces Open Source Social Networks (OSSN) with social compute
cloud for better utilization of personal computing resources. Social Cloud is a cloud-
based sharing platform which dynamically allocates resources into social networks. The
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concept of Volunteering Computing is implemented for donating user compute powers to
other users who required higher configuration to perform the task. Volunteering to com-
pute helps to share unused compute power for scientific innovation projects like BOINC
and SETI@Home. As there is an under-utilization of compute resources, the concept
called Social Compute Cloud is introduced. Social Compute Cloud helps to allocate and
de-allocate resources dynamically.

Nowadays, Social Networking is emerging as the sharing platform where millions of
users share various type of resources such as file, music, videos, etc. According to Gartner
peer insights of 2019, there are more than 2.6 Billion active users on social networking
website like Facebook. On the other hand, Cloud Computing is useful to share various
kind of resources on social platforms. The integration of social networking platform with
cloud computing is introduced in this project. Virtualization plays an essential role in
sharing the Physical machine to a virtual machine. This virtual machine can be shared on
social platforms using the Personal Computer Over Internet Protocol (PCoIP). Kouril
and Lambertova (2010). For this project, VMware Workstation software Huber et al.
(2011) is used, which helps to virtualized resources. User can share their resources by
directly virtualizing physical machine into a virtual machine or can create another virtual
machine with desire configuration and OS image.

While sharing resources online with friends on social platforms, there is always a
security risk which could affect the host machine. To minimize this risk, Friend Trust
Relationship approach has been introduced. This model allows user to share their re-
sources to trusted friends. There are various players in the market which provides a
different kind of cloud services. To host the social network and its database and storage,
Microsoft Azure services are used. User can also save their data using Azure Blob Storage
services which can be integrated with the host machine.

1.1 Relationship between Social Networking platforms and Cloud
Computing

With the immense amount of data generated every minute on social platforms, it is dif-
ficult to manage the data. Cloud computing plays a vital role to manage all the data
and provides it when demanded. Cloud Computing offers services which are afford-
able to the user. Services like Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) are useful for deploying servers, software, etc. As
this project is based on the allocation of computing resources to another user via social
networking platform, Cloud services help to manage the traffic flow of the system and
dynamically allocate the resources to the user when needed.

1.2 Social Network OSSN

OSSN is an Open Source Social Networking platform where the developer can build their
own social platform using PHP language. OSSN support various types of component
which is used for enhancement in user social experience. This Component acts as a service
for the user, which is written in PHP. OSSN allows cloud implementation with third-
party web-application integration. For the research project, OSSN helps to integrate the
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Figure 1: Social Cloud

BOINC server with the cloud platform. Also, OSSN help to connect Personal Computer
over Internet Protocol (PCoIP) which is used to share virtualized system over the network.

1.3 Research Question

What is the most significant method to utilise 100% hardware in the personal system
that can be deployed in the cloud using the social networking platform?

1.4 Objective and Motivation

The main objective is to increase the utilization rate of the personal computer and to
reduce the wastage of computing power. According to the survey, only 15% of the total
compute power is utilized in a personal system; rest 85% is not used. This paper present
an idea to utilize maximum CPU power in a personal system using social cloud approach.
It aims to provide a technique through which the utilization rate can be increased.

1.5 Report Structure

This report consists of the following sections: Section 2 has Related work. Section 3
explains the Research Methodology. In section 4, Design Specification is explained. Sec-
tion 5 consist of the Implementation followed by section 6, which consist of Evaluation.
Section 7 Concludes the research and shows the scope of Future work.

2 Related Work

This section presents all the related work paper review with the critical comparison,
drawbacks, issues, future scope. All the relevant work by authors is divided and reviewed
based on advantages, shortcomings, problems which helps in proposal study. There are
several examples of integrating Cloud Computing with a social networking platform.
Nowadays, most of the social networking sites use cloud platform to host their application
for scalability and reliability. For Example, Facebook uses Amazon Web Services (AWS)
to build a highly scalable cloud-based application.
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2.1 Friend Trust Relationship Model

While reviewing numerous papers on the social cloud, the most relevant paper signifies
the friend-trust relationship model Guo et al. (2014). Online Social Network (OSN) users
share millions of resources online to their friends. This social relationship is based on the
1-hop trust relationship factor. In paper Guo et al. (2014) authors give multi-hop trust
chain factor to share resources more securely and safely. Still, privacy concerns can occur
if resources are shared with strangers. To overcome this, the authors proposed a trust-
based privacy-preserving friend recommendation scheme. In this scheme, OSN users can
apply various filters to find friends and establish a social relationship to share resources.
Author Kumar et al. (2010) use OSN close friend factor to establish an anonymous
communication channel. They have used trust level derivation to enable strangers to
obtain a secure connection on the bases on the trust chain. This paper is very niche for
the project as it gives various factors to secure social networks resource sharing methods.

2.2 Virtualization Techniques

Cloud Computing is growing exponentially, the need for virtualization resources is in-
creasing. Cloud Computing provides virtualized services to consumers. In Singh (2018)
paper author explained the need for virtualization in cloud computing for better utiliz-
ation of resources. Paper gives a broad perspective that enables the user to share their
resources on the internet and intranet. The most transparent way of accessing this virtual
resources is using Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) Casanova et al. (2017) access. RDP
helps to take the remote access of the system fast and securely. In paper Singh (2018),
the author suggests various ways to virtualize the compute resources. Using VMware,
virtualization can be use to transfer physical to the virtual machine state where user
physical machine acts as a virtual machine. Another way is to create a virtual machine
separately and share it with others using methods like RDP, PCoIP. This study is a
niche to research proposal as it is based on sharing resources using virtual layer for more
efficiently and securely.

2.3 Volunteering Computing

In today’s world, the importance of the social world has increased. Numerous amount
of data are being shared on social networks. People voluntarily share data for little
or no benefits. Authors McMahon and Milenkovic (2011) proposed architecture for
sharing infrastructure resources by Social Volunteer Computing method via the internet
through friend-trust relationship. While critically reviewing this paper, it gives the reader
a broad perspective of the social world and sharing infrastructure. Authors suggest
Volunteering Computing could be the future of the IT world as it could be used to carry
more significant operations with no cost on hardware. This paper gives the reader the
idea about the distributed computing model where users donate their computing power
to another user. Currently, many companies are using volunteering computing for sharing
resources. Latest projects like storj Labs Wilkinson et al. (2014) are using Volunteering
Computing where user can share their storage like hard-drive to cloud via Dropbox. The
focus of volunteering to compute is to utilize 100% personal compute resources.
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2.4 BOINC and SETI@Home

As the need for sharing resources keeps on increasing through virtualization and cloud
computing, BOINC helps to share resources. BOINC is a Berkeley Open Infrastructure
for Network Computing which supports volunteering computing. In paper McGilvary
et al. (2013) authors, discussed the need of BOINC server that allow projects with large
computational requirements. BOINC is usually used to share resources for scientific pur-
pose. Authors tell about the problem of sharing an existing deployment machine directly
to the BOINC. This can cause problem in machine hardware and its configuration. To
solve this problem, authors introduce virtual BOINC (V-BOINC) where virtual instances
can be created in VMWare, VirtualBox, KVM, in the local system and that virtual in-
stance can be shared to BOINC server. The sharing of the virtual machine over a network
is more secure than the sharing of physical resources directly. In paper Javadi et al. (2011)
authors gives a broad idea about the availability of the SETI@Home project where tens
of thousands personal system are shared. This papers study is essential to the research
proposal as it gives the idea to share personal resources using virtualization techniques.

2.5 Cloud Platform

Nowadays, there are various computing services which are provided by the different cloud
platform. In paper Velkoski et al. (2013), the authors give a detailed study of the Mi-
crosoft Azure platform and its services. Azure provides services like web-hosting, blob
storage for sharing storage virtually, virtual instances and many more. Azure comes with
various API framework Chappell et al. (2010) that allows user to access and share their
systems. Authors give a brief idea about the fabric controller that allows connecting with
third party server. The paper study is crucial because this proposal has used the Azure
platform to host website and to manage and configure the MySQL database.

2.6 Altruistic Sharing

Altruistic Sharing is an approach in which the user can share computing resources with
other users who need little or no benefits. This comes under self-volunteering and crowd-
sourcing model. In recent years, authors Inagaki and Shinkuma (2018) proposed ar-
chitecture for altruistic sharing using the social relationship for sharing resources and
managing it. The study of this paper is pivotal to this proposal as it gives a brief sug-
gestion on sharing and managing resources. Authors have also developed a prototype to
measure system authentication overhead. This system works on social networks to verify
that proposed system has limited access to resources which is not close to the resource
owner and authentication process does not affect the guest to share resources.

2.7 Middleware technology for Sharing and Managing Resources

In Anderson (2019) paper, authors gives various aspect to use BOINC (Berkeley Open
Infrastructure for Network Computing) as it is an open-source middleware system which
supports Volunteering Computing. Using BOINC can reduce the workload and overhead
cost of the infrastructure. The paper suggests BOINC can handle all the virtually HTC
application as well. The study of this paper is very critical for this research project
as it helps to implement BOINC with web-server for resource virtualization. Another
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approach in paper Ferreira et al. (2011) gives the idea of sharing personal resources via
virtualized container image. This image can be used to access owner resources.

2.8 Approach for sharing resources on Social Cloud

In Gan et al. (2017) paper, authors have proposed an algorithm for resource sharing
using social crowdsourcing model. The main concern for the authors was the shortage
of resources for game-based computing. As the games required high configuration with
highly power RAM and CPU, they have developed a crowdsourcing mechanism which
helps for multi-resources sharing facility. It uses a social networking platform like Face-
book to share compute power to social friends where user can utilize the system in a
better way. As the resources are being shared on the social platform, the user can enjoy
their gaming without actually up-scaling their environment. This paper is beneficial for
the research work as it gives advantages like:

• Algorithm for multi-resource sharing.

• To perform complex computing task, microelectronics technique is used.

• Using crowd-sourcing model Murturi et al. (2015) to deploy on social platforms.

• Mechanism like Vickrey-Clarke-Groves(VCG) which helps to allocate process in
social cloud.

• For non-interruption of services, DRF based algorithm Martin et al. (2010) has
been developed.

This benefits are important to research area as it gives the idea for sharing resources on
social cloud platform.

2.9 Conclusion

Many Social Cloud platforms enable the sharing of resources to improve the feasibility
and reliability of the system. The significant gap while reviewing these papers is that it is
not entirely utilizing personal resources. In this paper, the purpose is to utilize personal
resources using social cloud approach via social networks.

Comparative Analysis of Related Work on Sharing Method
Researchers [Ref.] Approach Benefits Limitations
Guo et al. (2014) Ku-
mar et al. (2010)

Friend Trust Relation-
ship.

privacy-preserving
friend recommenda-
tion scheme.

Security and Account-
ability issues.

Casanova et al. (2017)
Singh (2018)

Virtualization using
RDP approach.

Fast and easy to share. Trust Factor and
Latency.

McMahon and Milen-
kovic (2011) Wilkin-
son et al. (2014)

Social Volunteer Com-
puting method.

Sharing resources on
social networks.

Generic Algorithm
not developed which
results in damaging
resources.

Anderson (2019) Fer-
reira et al. (2011)

BOINC Sharing
Method.

Increase utilization
rate.

Uses only one-way bi-
directional communic-
ation.
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3 Methodology

Cloud Computing social platform provides a low-budget execution of various services like
storage, web-hosting, databases. In addition to this, Volunteering Computing can be
performed using the middlewares, which helps in the connection between Social cloud
and Client. There are two different strategies which are used for volunteering computing
resources. The first is using middleware BOINC server. The ideal time of computer when
resources are not in use does not allow direct allocation of computing power for volunteer-
ing to compute. To save this wastage of computing power, BOINC server is set up in such
a way that when a computer is ideal for more than 5 minutes, it is directly allocated the
computer for volunteering computing for the scientific purpose at SETI@HOME. Another
approach which has been used is sharing RAM, CPU power, Customize OS via Chrome
Remote Desktop using virtualization layer of VMWare workstation. The sharing of the
system via the virtualization approach not only safeguard the system from security vul-
nerabilities but also can be deployed quickly and efficiently on the social cloud platform.

This Research project helps to share customized Operating System, RAM and Pro-
cessor using virtualization approach and is deployed in Social Networking Platform. This
approach helps users to share their system securely and efficiently, which solves the re-
search question to utilize 100% hardware in a personal computer using the social platform.
Moreover, In paper[1] authors have integrated sharing API within Facebook. There was
no dedicated platform where users can share their system to another user. To solve this is-
sue, Social Networking Cloud-based platform has been created where user can share their
system directly to the BOINC server or via Chrome Remote method. To know about the
concept of volunteering to compute, it is important to understand the workflow of the
BOINC server along with the social cloud. This Research project is an expansion of the
previous work done by S.Caton, C.Haas, K.Chard, K.Bubendorfer, O.Rana (2014) Caton
et al. (2014). The previous methodology was performed using Seattle Peer-to-Peer com-
puting middleware using the Facebook platform as a social sharing option. Following are
the different methods that has been used for this project:

3.1 BOINC Architecture

BOINC is an open-source middleware system which is used for Volunteering Computing
purpose. To volunteer nodes, resource sharing user need to install BOINC client and can
choose projects to give the compute support. This client software supports Windows,
Mac and Linux OS. Once the setup is completed, the operation takes place from client to
server-side. The Volunteering nodes transfer the task from the client to the BOINC server.
The problem with the BOINC server is that it uses a bi-directional way of communication,
which means either the volunteer node can communicate with the BOINC server or server
can communicate with the volunteer node. Both cannot communicate at the same time.
BOINC works on client node request, which means if the nodes are available and do not
request for the new task than the process will remain idle until the client request for the
new task. This factor leads to the wastage of resources. To eradicate this wastage, a
social cloud layer between client and BOINC server has been implemented that can help
to handle faster and two-way communication. This request can be handle by MySQL
server which can control multiple requests at a time.
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Figure 2: An Approach for BOINC

3.2 Remote Connection

The approach of Personal Computer over Internet Protocol (PCoIP) Remote Desktop
Protocol is used to connect another computer over a network. With this approach, RDP
can be use for volunteering purpose also. Today there are many cloud provider like
Microsoft Azure, AWS, GCP, which gives access to the virtual image via RDP by using a
pay-as-you-go model. This proposal is one-way, which required the user to pay for using
services. Research proposal is based on Volunteering Computing, where user can share
their virtual system on social networking platform using the remote desktop protocol.
The problem with standard remote sharing, for example, Team Viewer application where
one user gives remote access of the system to another user which lead to high-security
risk and also only one user can use the system. With Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
(VDI) Yang et al. (2018), virtualization layer is used to share the system. User can create
a virtual image with specifying specification in VMWare workstation. This VM can be
share in social networking cloud platform to other users. This helps better utilization on
the personal computer as well as a secure way to transmit data over cloud storage.

Figure 3: PCoIP Sharing Method using Cloud
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3.3 Proposed Architecture

Figure 4: System Architecture

Figure 4 shows the working architecture of this project. It demonstrate various aspects
that are critical and required to accomplished research project. The process is as follows:

• First, the User (Owner) acquires a secure connection for social networking cloud
website by going through the firewall layer with username and password.

• The Social Networking page is connected with Social Database, which is used to
manage user profile and system information.

• Resources Database manages and keep a record of the running time of the BOINC
server and also keep track of the services allocated.

• For Cloud Storage Option, it is directly connected with Azure Blob Storage. The
User needs to run a script (provided in Azure) to get connected with network
storage.

• BOINC server is directly implemented with web server where User can share their
system securely.

• User (Receiver) can demand the compute services from User (Owner) by posting
or using personal message section present in social website.
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4 Design Specification

Figure 5 shows the research workflow diagram. The first level is to initialize the process
in order to share/consume the resources. The user first need to verify their identity with
correct credentials. After that, user can request middleware BOINC server to share the
services for a specific project, BOINC server then process the request from the user and
automatically virtualize the resources in the background process of the user’s system. The
CPU processor of the user system do not get completely blocked while sharing resources
on BOINC. User can use some amount of CPU power for personal use while sharing to
BOINC server. All the services are managed and record by the social networking platform
layer where the consumer can request CPU and compute power from resources owner.
After successfully using the services user can suspend or end the service.

Figure 5: Work Flow Diagram
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5 Implementation

To investigate and increase the CPU utilization rate of the personal computer on the so-
cial cloud, the following implementation method was conducted: The Social Networking
Platform was developed in OSSN (Open Source Social Networking) using PHP language.
This platform was configured on Microsoft Azure Virtual Machine with an integrated
database. To manage the web-server, the Apache Tomcat server has been configured on
localhost. For managing the user database and system information, MySQL server has
been configured. Both Apache and MySQL server are managed using the XAMPP con-
trol panel. While implementing the BOINC server, some specific criteria were considered,
if the volunteer nodes are available to share or not. Also, the most appropriate node has
been allocated for sharing directly in the BOINC server. Configuration has been done on
2 different nodes: the first is SETI@HOME and the second is nanoHUB at home. These
nodes are usually available to share personal compute resources. For remote connection
configuration, PCoIP method is used. The remote session is configured in Chrome remote
support with OSSN direct implementation. If the user logout the social account, all the
nodes and remote connection will be lost for higher security. The proposed implementa-
tion was performed on Cloud virtual machine with Windows 10 OS.

5.1 Implementation OSSN Social Platform

In this section, a social networking website cloud-based platform is proposed where users
can share resources with their friend using Friend-trust relationship and Generic al-
gorithm. To implement the platform, it is an essential step to setup MySQL, Apache
Tomcat server, in order to host the platform on the web.

Figure 6: Server Manager Control Panel

Server Specification can be found in the configuration manual. Once the Server setup
is done, validation is required for OSSN nodes to start the services successfully.
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Figure 7: Implementation Workflow

Figure [7] explains the process of Node allocation for better utilization in detail. Once
the MYSQL, Apache Tomcat server, and OSSN are set up, it goes to the configuration
stage in BOINC. Social Cloud-first evaluates the process by initializing and allocating
nodes in BOINC. The next process is to check the status of the node is an active or
inactive state. If the node is inactive, then the process get terminated, which results in
nodes that cannot be allocated to a selected project in BOINC. If it is an active state,
it goes to the next step to find which node is most suitable for execution. The process
then compares different nodes with the BOINC project parameters and Processor of the
user’s system. If the user’s processor is greater than or equal to the project parameters,
it allocates nodes to the BOINC projects.

To successfully run the service from social cloud to BOINC server it is essential to
integrate the BOINC server on social platform.

• MOD REWRITE: Use to rewrite and modify URL. Also different rules can be
setup for URL.

• PHP CURL: It is use for Client URL. It enables variety of web resources from PHP
scripts. Also it helps to send HTTP request which is essential for remote sharing of
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system. It supports 3rd party API system that has been used to implement BOINC
server directly to website.

• PHP openssl: This is use to secure the web communication over the network. It
uses HTTPS secure protocol.

• PHP json: It is a Java Script Object Notation which help to store and exchange
information on the web-server. It is used to store user profile data.

Algorithm 1 Resource Sharing Matching Algorithm(RSMA) Genetic

Phase 1. Parameter Detection
The Node allocation on BOINC via social platform is based on user processor capacity.
Phase 2. Initialization
Each resource owner construct their own preference list of BOINC project;
Construct the set of users that are not matched with Node Type,UNMATCH
Phase 3. Matching algorithm
do
all BOINC Project (x) MATCH which have Processor and RAM (y) and have never
rejected it before;
for all resource provider user x, x=1 do
ifx ≤ ythen
resource provider x Allocates all the resources to BOINC server;
Remove those users from the UNMATCH list;
Else
resource provider x not eligible to share node on chosen BOINC Project,
x ≥ y, reject the request;
Kept the users in the UNMATCH list;
end if
end for
End of algorithm;

Algorithm 1 explains the execution process in BOINC by directly allocation of Pro-
cessor and RAM. First, the algorithm will check the Processor and RAM capacity which
is required in BOINC project. If the sharing user matches the parameters with the chosen
project, node will be allocated automatically. It also removes user from UNMATCH list.
If user is not eligible to share on the specific BOINC project, it goes to the UNMATCH
list and finds new BOINC project to allocate nodes.

5.2 Model Developed

Figure 9 shows the process flow of a node. The project has two types of sharing approach.
The first approach is volunteering computing, where users share their compute power for
scientific purposes. From figure 8, User 1 is sharing their system to BOINC server using
social Networking platform. This platform is pre-configured with BOINC server projects
and node allocation. Another approach is the sharing system using Personal Computer
over IP. Here, User 2 is sharing the system with User 3, which are both social friends.
This session is run in web-platform itself, which is highly secure, and the latency rate is
very low. The cloud-oriented social platform also supports Azure storage service, where
the user can save their data in the cloud.
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Figure 8: Working Model

6 Evaluation

The primary goal of this research project is to analyze and utilize personal computing
power by virtually allocating on social networks. To evaluate a social cloud method, a
platform has been proposed with which it helps to allocate different resources, various size,
etc. To critically evaluate the functionality and working, tools like Ranorex and different
experiments are used. Following are the experiment conducted to analyze results:

6.1 Experiment 1

This Experiment shows the CPU utilization rate in a standard personal system and also
shows the utilization rate when the nodes are allocated in the BOINC server.

Explanation: From figure 9, it can be observed that the utilization rate keeps on
fluctuating from 5% to 50% depending on the usage. After running 255 processes, the
utilization rate was just 11%. Now in figure 10, it can be observed that the CPU utiliz-
ation rate increases rapidly with the approach to allocate nodes virtually on the BOINC
server. This method helps to utilizes a personal system between 80% to 100%.
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Figure 9: Utilization rate without Node Allocation

Figure 10: Utilization rate with Node Allocation
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6.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment, different Node allocation is checked with the status of each BOINC
server project. This concludes that the nodes can be allocated frequently and simultan-
eously without wasting the CPU and disk power.

Figure 11: Frequent Node Allocation

6.3 Experiment 3

This Experiment shows the utility rate of each node when it is allocated for sharing in the
BOINC server. This concludes that disk space can be temporarily shared for volunteer
purpose.

Explanation: In graph 12, the grey shaded circle shows the Total disk usage by
BOINC nodes. The black layer indicates the space used by nodes which is 1.78GB in this
Experiment. The dark grey shaded portion shows free space available to nodes which is
20.61GB. The red circle shows the disk usage of the different BOINC projects. For this
Experiment, three different node allocation are considered. This Experiment shows the
dynamic way to allocates the disk space for a better utilization rate of the resources.
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Figure 12: Disk Usage

6.4 Discussion

From the above experiment, it can be conclude that the BOINC server has a tremendous
utilization rate of personal resources. The BOINC server, when integrating with social
cloud, gives the best result which help users to allocate nodes to the server dynamically.
However, When a large number of the nodes are allocated to the physical system it can
be nonfunctional. Due to this, user may be unable to use the system until the nodes are
entirely allocated and the process is finished . It is more feasible to suspend the node
directly for the functionality of the system.

A Social sharing of resources using PCoIP in cloud computing relies on various factors.
It is an excellent option to use PCoIP and BOINC with cloud deployment. However, while
sharing resources using PCoIP(RDP method), if the host system stops, the functionality
of the guest system also stops. This can lead to loss of data. To overcome this, direct
connectivity of cloud storage with the social platform is introduced in this report. This
helps to retrieve the lost data for the guest systems. Therefore Social network platform
is a more feasible option for allocation and security purpose.

Figure 13: Personal System Resource Utilization Rate
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

The main objective of this research was to improve the utilization rate of personal systems
using the social cloud. The social platform using OSSN networks was used to create a
platform where users can share their system directly for volunteer purpose or for sharing
it to friends via Friend Trust Relationship factor. The BOINC is used as a middleware
in the process of sharing nodes. The main drawback of the BOINC server was that it
cannot be allocated task dynamically and efficiently as it functions unidirectional. To
improve this, Social Platform was created with an integrated BOINC server which helps
to allocate node dynamically, and the request is communicated in a two-way manner.
Another approach that is implemented is sharing resources to a friend via PCoIP, which
works as a remote desktop protocol. The problem with RDP is that it is less secure to
share on an open network. Moreover, it can harm the host system directly. To improve
this, integration of social web-platform with PCoIP is conducted which run RDP session
within the website itself. As the website is secure with TLS, HTTPS protocol, it becomes
more secure. The host can share the VM directly created in VMWare. The main goal
of sharing the personal system to friends is to increase the utilization rate and reduce
wastage of computing resources. Through these 2 approaches, the utilization rate of the
personal system is enhanced.

In the future to enhance the utilization rate, direct node access from host to guest
can increase the accuracy to determine the correct node for processing. The social cloud
can play a significant role for resources sharing techniques. Also, There is numerous
algorithm available that could be use to reduce resource wastage for better efficiency to
the existing solution.
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